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HUNTER BAY 
F A R M

Hunter Bay Farm, the independent 
training and show barn owned and 
led by Missy Froley, is thriving at 
the busy Portola Valley Training 

Center, along side several other hunter-
jumper barns.  The reason? Missy’s vision 
for Hunter Bay: its culture, its method, and 
it’s professional standard.  When faced with 
seemingly challenging decisions, Missy has 
chosen her own path, innovating the way a 
training barn succeeds.  At Hunter Bay, the 
guiding principles are clear: respect for riders’ 
aspirations, the needs of their horses, and the 
tradition of our sport.

Innovation 
Inspired by 
Tradition  
by Ashley Matchett Woods
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As a successful professional rider and trainer for nearly two decades 
at other barns or in partnerships, the start of her own business was 
the signal for Missy to design just what she wanted to do.  

First, focus on technique.  
The Hunter and Eq rings are in Missy’s DNA, making the source 

of her inspiration the sport’s elegance and precision. She looks for 
every pairing to have the proper position for rider effectiveness – 
and a horse using its body freely without interference.  For Missy, 
this shapes her entire approach – even the jumpers are schooled and 
executed with form and function. 

That brings us to the Hunter Bay method – its approach to 
training horse and rider. Hunter Bay has grown quickly, but 
Missy still wants the hands-on, intimate relationship with each 
horse and rider.  Instead of adding riders/instructors below her, she 
made the innovative decision to partner with a mentor, one who 
would enhance her training team, and further HB’s commitment to 
the techniqe.  International equestrian and clinician Dick Widger 
worked with Missy informally and they found it was a mutual 
benefit.  Earlier this year, Missy and Widge formed a Coaching 
Collaborative, sharing expertise and ideas.  Not a partner in the 
business, a financial investor, nor “asst trainer” Widge’s role is to aid 
Missy – primarily focusing on her riding/schooling the client horses 
-- at home and at shows.  His 40 years of experience gives Missy and 
her clients another dimension and point of view in their training 
program.  Together they refine and adjust training to keep horses 
and riders healthy, happy, and on track.  
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“Missy thinks about the horse first -- if she feels the 
horse isn’t right, we stop right away and evaluate 
what is going on, this is in keeping with my first 
priority -- the horse’s well-being.”
Being a show-oriented barn, the program of horse 

and rider is about preparing, succeeding and achieving 
goals.  As a Collaborative, Widge and Missy each ride 
a horse, then come together to develop its best training 
track.  Similarly, they teach a rider from the tack, from 
the ground, or one of them in each place.  One of their 
methods for enhanced visualization is having Missy 
ride a client’s horse, with the owner on the ground 
with Widge.  He points out the horse’s tendencies and 
requirements, translating that to the rider’s style and 
strengths.  

Missy credits Widge with being someone she can 
emulate and with whom she can collaborate, and that 
they share the values of horsemanship, communication, 
and professionalism. And he feels the same, “Its a 
privilege to work with a talented rider like Missy 
-- she has a beautiful style and a great feel on a 
horse. And the horses love her.  Her integrity and 
hard work ethic are great qualities for young riders 
to see today.”

And all this helps form the Hunter Bay culture.  Missy 
began the barn with a number of clients, those who joined 
her right from the start for her encouraging, approachable 
style and her honest, ethical professionalism. When 
asked, they’ll tell you that the atmosphere at Hunter 
Bay is supportive and positive, building confidence for 
riders.  The communication is clear, based on learning 
and attaining goals – not ribbons.  Missy is proud to say 
that her riders respect hard work and are quite willing 
and eager to learn.  Her approach to teaching is simple, 
“showing people respect allows them to learn – 
and builds their confidence — making them happy 
and successful.” 
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The group is close-knit, travels on the road together 
and is vested in one another’s success. Missy, too, is 
one of the competitors at the shows and benefits from 
the backing of the team.  She can then lend wisdom, 
experience, and perspective to the clients – often in real 
time.  One of the most obvious aspects of the Hunter 
Bay environment is what it doesn’t have – it doesn’t 
have separate groups – there isn’t the A-team clique 
on the road and a second-staff at home with those 
left out.  The program includes everyone – because 
everyone is geared for showing and Missy makes no 
apologies.

“I know that our approach is not for everyone, 
but that’s why I invest in making it clear what 
Hunter Bay is about and how we do things.  I 
want clients to join us, but more importantly, I 
want those who do to be happy here.”

Hunter Bay is a different kind of training barn, 
inspired by tradition, but innovative in practice.  The 
trainers respect their riders’ aspirations, the needs of 
their horses, and the precision of the sport.  And the 
clients are as interested in the success of their trainer, 
as she is in their successes in the ring.
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